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concerned citizen living near Maine Yankee asked the Chairman to require the staff to provide him a
copy of a calculation performed by the staff (NMSS), which addressed the Impact of the DBT on the ISFSI
at Maine Yankee. The calculation is safeguards material, therefore we had previously denied the
individual a copy.

,In response to the issue, there appeared to be two options: continue to deny the calculation because it is
safeguards material; or provide a redacted version. Which option to elect was left up to NMSS. NRR's
role Is to forward to the Individual whatever NMSS decides.

Barry Mendelsohn had pulled together a redacted version to send, however now I understand that NMSS
is re-thinking whether that isithe right route to go.

This action is a Green Ticket and we have had one extension already to 1/4/02 (this Friday). Based on
. NMSS rethinking how to respond, NRR requested a second extension to the green ticket. The EDO's

office DENIED this request.

Therefore we need to get this out this Friday. I think we can do this, however NMSS needs to provide
NRR the answer to forward on to the individual. I also need time to get it thru concurrence up to Sam
Collins.

Action by NMSS to meet the due date would be greatly appreciated. To meet the due date, I need the
NMSS input today.

Stu Richards

CC: Barry Mendelsohn; Michael Weber, Robert Nelson; Robert Pierson
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